Shell Out Seafood Restaurant ( SSR )
franchise kit
Are you seeking for a new and exciting venture? Then this is the time to seize the moment for an
exceptional Shell Out Seafood Restaurant franchise opportunity.
Well-known and loved as a casual yet mouthwateringly delicious seafood dining experience, Shell Out
has an immediate potential to expand to many locations locally & across borders!
Interested to franchise with us? Great! This kit has all the details you need to get started:
SHELL OUT MENU!
It’s all about the great seafood from fish, crabs, prawns, clams and so much more. Since our first
restaurant in Kota Damansara, PJ, back in 2014, our exceptional original recipe has been passed down to
maintain the great taste that’s uniquely and truly Shell Out. Not to mention our delectable sides, that
range from fresh garlic bread, gourmet soups, sweet potatoes, corn, and more that’s surely to placate
any foodie!
Having garnered a decent following of customers who’ve provided us with great praise and constructive
feedback, we have revamped our campaign and upgraded the restaurant concept, only to see it expand
to more than 5 locations across the Klang Valley. This has certainly caught the eye of the food industry
and we are humbly honored to have received the following recognition:

• THE 100 MOST INFUENTIAL YOUNG ENTERPRENUER 2016
• GOLDEN BULL AWARDS 2017: The 11th Malaysia Outstanding SME Award
• WORLD GOURMET 2018
WE PROVIDE AWESOME SUPPORT!
To start a great restaurant, know that you are in great hands with us! With an aim to maximize franchise
partner profitability, our highly dedicated team will provide extensive support in all aspects of the
business which shall encompass training, marketing, store development, supply chain, as well as
operations.

WHAT WE’RE LOOKING FOR:
We seek capable investors who have a keen interest in franchising SSR across territories or countries. If
you want to bring SSR to a new location, then do reach out to speak to our team!
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SHELL OUT
BRAND OVERVIEW
They say from humble beginnings come great things. In 2014, the first SSR was introduced to the masses
in Kota Damansara, PJ. With a handful of items on the menu and our signature sauce made with 8
unique ingredients called the Shellbang, we very quickly became the talk of the town!
This unique dining experience had successfully set SSR apart from the rest, and our sauce became the
constant cravings of many food lovers. Want to know what makes it so special? Well, it’s all in the
earnestness of preparing our sauce and seafood FRESH, daily and consistently, while never
compromising on the quality. With that practice in mind, we have been serving our loyal customers for 6
years and counting!
Today, with a business foundation that's been meticulously strengthened over the years, we seek to
grow even bigger and better. This has led us to our well strategized five-year, ten-year and fifteen-year
roll out plans that encompass these core points:
• SSR Culture
Within our corporate culture lies the foundation of our business, whose core is made up of being
franchisee and guest-centric. This way, a healthy bottom line profitability for our SSR franchisors can be
achieved with our goal of great positive decision making, proactive action, and consistent deliverables.
• SSR Business Model
Here at SSR we embody professionalism and a personal practice that goes above and beyond the usual
business model. From site selection, restaurant operations, developing trainees and partners, menu
analysis, marketing campaigns, controllable costs, franchisee selection and more, you know you can
count on us as we adopt the best path!
• SSR Marketing & Positioning
Our brand has grown tremendously over the years and has gained rightful recognition over competitors
in the food scene. To maintain and elevate SSR even more, we have a keen sense that brings our
regulars and new guests to our locations – and let us tell you, the numbers have only been increasing!
Keeping abreast of the latest trends of the foodie world, we’re constantly evolving to keep our
marketing ideas fresh, especially when it comes to our promotional campaigns, customer service,
catering, restaurant marketing and more.
• SSR Re-Image
To keep up with the current times we have recently re imaged our SSR brand where every facet of it has
been revamped! From front-of-house, dining areas, packaging, advertising and marketing campaigns…
just like our seafood, it’s FRESH!
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• SSR Growth
We’re growing at an accelerated pace and we want to place ourselves in the best possible locations with
factors like supply line, advertising and distribution considerations all accounted for. Interested
franchisees with industry experience who can grow SSR in their markets as a whole, are preferred.
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Steps to own your very own Shell Out Seafood Restaurant:
Step One – Complete the SSR Application for Consideration Form
Step Two – Prequalification.
Upon receiving your completed Request for Consideration form, you will hear from us shortly either via email or
telephone. We shall discuss on matters of the requirements for qualification, including financial and operational
aspects, and the accessibility of your chosen territory.
Step Three – Formal Qualification
Here we shall examine the potential of SSR in your chosen territory and provide confirmation. Your financial
capability will also be verified. We will also provide you with guidance to set up your initial business plan.
Step Four – Face-To-Face Meeting
A face-to-face meeting will be arranged between the national or international franchise candidate and our key
personnel in our headquarters in Malaysia. Ensuing that, an additional face-to-face meeting will take place at your
chosen territory where our representative from our Business Development team will be present.
Step Five – The market-specific Commercial Terms will be discussed and presented to you for your review and
agreement
Step Six – A Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU) or the Main Terms, will be presented
Upon the agreement of the commercial terms, a summary will be prepared via the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) and or Main Terms to be presented to you. With the MOU/ Main Terms signed, a 10%
payment on the agreed upon Territory Fee shall be prepared by you. Following that, we shall thereafter draw up
the formal Franchise Agreement that will include terms from the MOU / Main Terms.
Step Seven - After approval of the Territory Agreement and the other formal agreements which are signed and
returned to us, the remainder of the Franchise Fee must be paid.
Territory Agreements can range from one (minimum), to over one hundred locations. Financial requirements are
subjective to the potential range of business growth and country-related costs; however, those said costs will be
proportionate towards the scope of the proposal and our package provision at the time.
• Franchise Fee – With each franchise location to open, a fee of RM 80,000.00 per location for a Full-Sized Store
shall be paid.
• Royalty Rate – Five percent (5.0%) of gross sales shall be payable monthly
• Marketing, Advertising & Promotion – Two percent (2.0%) of gross sales shall be payable monthly
• Investment on Individual Locations – Investment for each individual location varies from country to country.
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Franchise partners will be well taken care of thanks to the prevailing culture and relationship between
SSR corporate staff and existing partners. Our all-encompassing staff support team are devoted to
deliver their assistance and expertise in all aspects of global growth. With many years of experience
under their belt, the team presently works from many sites - both in and out of the country - to provide
their service as per listed below:
Operations
• Facilitate startups for introducing new launches with total operations backing
• Runs comprehensive training programs
• Assesses operations of franchise to assist partners in implementing course of action
• Constantly analyses progress of franchise partner growth via development strategies
• Serves as the main liaison for matters of Research & Development for further development of product
as well as testing, quality control and reviews
• Seeks further services from relevant departments to fulfil franchise partner needs
• Organizes plan of action for personnel development in supporting franchise partner companies

Supply Chain
• Monitors supplier and distributor compliance in the system
• Negotiates agreements for distribution and maintains relationship with distributor network
• Reports on matters pertaining to products, packaging, costs, and distribution
• Establishes priority to ensure regional sourcing of product and its distribution
• Launches supply chain for new regional markets

Marketing
• Enables access to a wide-ranging, high-resolution product image library
• Supporting of menu creation and strategizing of prices.
• Provide Local Store Marketing Assistance & Toolkits
• Initiates Research & Development projects to introduce new products
• Analyzing of sales trend with provided direction of improvement
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Development Services
• Architecture Support – Assists architects with construction matters including conducting review of
construction documents in addition to developing concept packages.
• Construction Support – Provide orientation as a consultant to contractors, to ensure that they are on
board with brand standards.
• Real Estate Outlet Site Support – Train partners on characteristics of site, reviews evaluations and
monitors inventories.
• Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment Support – Lend support in assembling and tracking of orders whilst
also maintaining vendor relationships.
• Image Support – Ensures franchise partners are trained on image standards of the brand.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (Q & A)
Q: Would I need prior experience in restaurant or franchising in order to be a SSR franchise partner?
A: Experience would be preferred; however it is not compulsory. Having experience will not exempt you
from our Restaurant Management & Operations Training.
Q: Are both single-unit and multi-unit SSR franchise opportunities offered?
A: Yes, currently we are looking to partner up with qualified candidates with Single unit opportunities ,
Multi unit plans as well as Site Developing Master.. Please refer to our 2019 package offering brochure
for detail.

Q: What am I expected to pay for the initial franchise fee and royalty rate?
A: Here’s the lists:
• Initial Franchise Fee
– RM 80,000.00 per location for single unit plan
• Royalty Rate
– 5.0% of gross sales, payable monthly

Q: Would I have to finance the SSR advertising and marketing initiatives?
A: Yes. A contribution of 2.0% of gross sales is payable monthly to the Marketing, Advertising &
Promotion Fund.

Q: Would I receive training as a SSR franchise partner?
A: Yes! Here is what to expect:
• Owners’ / Directors’ Training – This is a high-level program held for two to three days at our HQ in
Kota Damansara. It is a program tailored for owners and top executives of the new location. A special
hands-on introduction in restaurant management operations will be conducted.
• Restaurant Operations Training – This month long program will be held at SSR’s HQ in Kota
Damansara as well as few others assigned outlet. Executives and Managers will enroll in an all-inclusive
classroom and in-outlet training to learn how to operate a restaurant.
• Grand Opening Assistance – Two representatives from SSR will be on-ground during the opening of
the new restaurants and will assist operations leading up to it for up to fourteen working days.
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• Ongoing Training – Our corporate staff and operations team will visit to provide in-market training and
operations support.

Q: Is there financing aid offered?
A: No. SSR does not provide financing assistance, however we can refer financial assistance available to
you.
Q: How soon can my very own SSR restaurant open?
A: It is usually expected to take up to 30 days, however this is subjective pertaining to the restaurant’s
size, location, and other similar logistical aspects.

Q: What are the preferred locations for a SSR?
A: Densely populated and heavy-traffic areas like shopping malls, main roads, high street shop lot,
airports and tourist spots.

Q: Will my chosen territory be exclusive to me?
A: Yes. As per stated in the Franchise Agreement, you will have your exclusive territory defined clearly.
Q: Is help provided with site development?
A: Yes. We cover the areas of site selection, layout, design, as well as the construction process.

Q: Can I expect assistance for the SSR franchise grand opening?
A: Yes. Our support in training, operations, marketing and public relations will be provided to you.

Q: Why pick SSR?
A: Because of the following facts:
• Assistance in territory development opportunities for your chosen location; territory or country.
• Corporate-owned locations in numerous markets with under franchise-focused ownership.
• More than 6 years of successful track record thanks to our localized line of Cajun food and sauce.
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•SSR has recently undergone an upgrade in branding and restaurant concept design to keep up with the
times
• Introduction of the SSR Table Service that’s unique to this market segment
• THE 100 MOST INFUENTIAL YOUNG ENTERPRENUER 2016
• GOLDEN BULL AWARDS 2017: The 11th Malaysia Outstanding SME Award
• WORLD GOURMET 2018

Our sales team will be in touch shortly, but if you are anxious to get started, please call or email us:
Our telephone number in Malaysia: +6012 313 5530
Emails may be sent to: franchise@shellout.com.my
The SHELL OUT® Franchise is offered by ATFAH SDN. BHD.
(a Malaysian limited liability company)
The franchise sales information contained in this kit does not constitute an offer to sell a franchise or business
opportunity.
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We are keen to talk to franchisees that have the following attributes:

*Passionate and highly motivated to succeed with Shellout Seafood Restaurant’s concept.
*Proven track record of operating in the hospitality industry preferred.
*Philosophically aligned with the goals, objectives, and values of the Shellout Seafood Restaurant.
*Have access to adequate capital for setting up and sustaining the business

Starting Your Very Own Shellout Seafood Restaurant:

The costs for starting an entirely new Shellout Seafood Restaurant depends on the restaurant size and
type, its location, style of decoration and landscaping.
Initial One Time Costs :
USD 15,000 to USD 30,000

Franchise Fees paid upon or prior to the commencement of the
franchise depending on its type.

USD 30,000 to USD 40,000

Approximate Setup Fees / Expenses - Staff training, supply chain
verification, site visits, marketing planning, living expenses while
training and other normal start-up costs.

USD 30,000 to USD 40,000

Approximate cost of kitchen equipment.

USD 50,000 to USD 80,000

Approximate cost of all civil works, ventilation system and renovations
to the premises paid to individual contractors of your choice.

